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300,000 (Green et ax. 1965 a) The agreement between 
the oscillatolc strengths at3 computed by the length and 
velocity exgressions ear the 1%'- n 1 P series was in 
par,ticular, the agreement €or the 1 1 S - 2 1 P and 1 a S - 
every case to 2% or better ( G r e e n  et a3, 1965 b]. %n 
2 3 P l ines  wit21 the very extensive computations of Schiff 
and P e k e s i s  (1264) was to 1%- Theset results suggest 
that  a substantlaJ. degree of confidence ethg be placed 
in the deFendabi1ity of oscillator strengths corai-uted 
from the present set of wave functions,  
me sgectruiin sE Ha X was chosen for investigation 
The far ultra-violet myeetra %or a numbex of reasons. 
B sequence by ions khrsugh Si XI% [Tousey, 3964). Since 
,run has been extensively investigated in the %aljoratory, 
I- 
me trial variat2onal wave functions were given the  
€ O m  
Eers  n is the value of the principal quantum number of the 
running e~.est:rsn in w~cltever series of t e a i s  is being eon- 
sidered. 
1~uiTd3rer LCor the series and the pL8s are defined by the 
equationo 
b is the total  orbital angular momentum quantum 
syrmnstrized produets of SPater orbitals. 
ehcstm so that kg%=-O and &$,=O fsr each pt)roc?llct, 
mrdan eseffieients are cmployedl to assign weights to these 
products such that "c'neix l inear combinations have the cor- 
me orbitals are 
Clsbsch- 
eonstavrt far the spacial part of the antisymmetrized pro- 
dvct which ~OILOWS, 4 is f i e  antisymmetrizer operator, the 
, 
neker deltas, m2loyed here as spin functions, 
and bits are i n t q e r s ,  Z is set equal to the nuclear 
!The ai's 
c 
repeated . fo r  yLq . 62 B is the value 0% n €or the 
krighes-l series m e m b e r  of interest, one aay write instead 
I. 
For two-electron s y s h m s ,  the length, velocity and 
acceleration expressions for the oscillator strength or 
€-value for an electric dipole transition take the form 
{Schiff and Pekeris, 1964) : 
solutions are only approximate, the difference between the 
com?tat:ed results should decrease as the accuracy of the 
WEIV~ functions Increases, but  tho physical significance 
OE :;he r e s u l t s  is assuxed orsly if the functi~ns are exact 
or a2,p:coximate soltzi=z.ons 
adl.,q.tato?Ey represents the physical yroblm,  
n SchSdinges equat.ic?n which 
or (5). into Eqs, (G) and proceeding with the dixect 
evaiuation of tlie resu l t ing  integrals ,  
and more rapid procedure is to use oae of t&e e~g~reseions 
an allesnakive 
h g  by the CLebsch-Gosdan coefficients have already been 
earjried out for transitions bekwcsen two sets of Slaker 
one configuration t~ the lower tern and the other with 
the contribution of another configuration to a s  upper 
tern, me rmtrix elements Eor the t r k m s i t i o n s  between 
pairs  of contributing configurzkions zre then sumxed with 
the weights as given by klie ck s and ek; s., The square 
of the dipole matxix elm-ents are fom-d E+om Ey. (25-30) 
I *  b 
multiply the valses given in 'PsbPcs 1, 2, 3, and 4 re- 
hand tho  aiiniimrn principle detemines the wave function 
seem ~3esirabl.e to incEude the accelerztion results, 
AIL €-values were alsa coinplted using both the wave 
functions of my. (1) and those of Eq, (59. Xn all cases, 
w i t h  the single excegtion of the 5 S - nt3P series, the 
agreement of the results from the length,  velocity and 
acceleration exgressions was closer when wave functions 
from ( 5 )  were employed, For t h i s  single series there- 
fore, the values given in Table 2 are computed with wave 
functions deri.ved from Eg. (1). 
3 
A compakison of the f-values reported by Green et al. 
I 41965 b) for  the 1 5 - n ' b  series, which w e r e  obtained 
w i t h  wave Eunctrions from Eq, [l), with those given here 
shows the tyLpica3. s l ightly naxx-ower spread in results Exom 
the three dipole expressions when wave functions from Eq, 
(5) are eraplsyed. 
me functions used 1 €or the S, 3 s, and 
ID t e r m s  were those described 5y Green et al. [1965 a). 
In the case of .the D f;cmisI closer agreement between the 3 
vasEous E-va3 .1~  expressions were obtained using an older 
e -  
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 ami in at ion of the more recent wave functions for the 3~ 
series suggests that these functions can be improved, ft 
seemed hest to publish the results from the old functions 
at this time, 
Comparison of the preaent results w i t h  those of 
T r e f f t z ,  SchS.;;k;er, Bettmar, and JjE'gens (19571 shows that 
the average difference without regard to sign batween the 
e-values as determrmined from the ve loc i ty  expression is 
4,5% in the 27 eomon Caseso 
T%e rather large anount o f  material available, fsom 
which Tables 1 to 4 show only selected values. demonstrates 
cer tain regularities, 
kheu excmina.?-ion of these regularities w i l l .  allats us to 
corqutc appsacia333y mre dapezdable %-values and the re- 
compl"i-.atisn of the % series w i l l  zwait t~i is  wor'~:, 
Ht seems to the authors that  a fur- 
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